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subject matter herein relates generally to electrical

connectors and specifically to electrical connectors that
have differential connectors. Signal integrity is of

increasing importance in the design and operation of
electrical connectors. For example, differential electrical

connectors are commonly used for transmitting high
speed differential signals such as high speed

communications signals. Differential electrical
connectors are known that have separate differential

connectors for each communication wire or pair of
communication wires. For example, a differential

connector may include a single row of differential pin
receptacles or single row of differential receptacles. The

communication wires are positioned in a mating
relationship with the differential receptacles. In some
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differential electrical connectors, the communication
wires are pressed together in a parallel orientation.

However, many differential electrical connectors include
terminals that are in direct contact with the

communication wires. The terminals provide the required
electrical contact to the communication wires and strain

relief for the wires. However, the terminals tend to
capture at least a portion of the communication wires. As

a result, the communication wires may move from the
parallel orientation to an offset orientation with respect

to each other. In the offset orientation, the terminals and
the communication wires have contact interfaces that

are not in direct physical contact. The offset orientation
may reduce the transmission of data across the

communication wires. In addition, the offset orientation
may increase impedance that reduces the signal

integrity of the communication signals. A need remains
for a differential electrical connector having terminals
with improved electrical contact interfaces to reduce

impedance and improve signal integrity. [[HtmlData]] =
HtmlData [source, scala] ---- import net.liftweb.html._

import net.liftweb.dummy._ import
net.liftweb.util.TextFormat object HtmlData extends

LiftRules { def main(args: Array[String]):
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